
Advanced Prokopack Aspirator User Manual 
We thank you for choosing advanced Prokopack aspirator for your entomological collections. 


Description: 
The advanced Prokopack aspirator consists of a blower-cum-suction fan, a chip-based 
controller, a telescopic handle, a battery (4-12v with 6.5 to 12 ahr), and 2 collection cages of 
15cm3 each and a utility bag to carry the items.




The blower is a powerful enough 
to suck any kind of insect 
including bigger size moths to 
smaller, less than 1mm insects. 
The blower is regulated through 
a chip which allow to operate 
the blower at different volts with 
varying speeds from zero to full 
speed. The regulatory unit also 
has a two-way switch to ON 
forward - OFF - ON reverse (fig 
1) option. 

On receipt of the unit please fix 
the telescopic handle to the 
screws attachment provided to 
the blower unit. The angle of the 
blower can be adjusted using 
the control knob provided just a 
side to the joint where unit 
blower meets the telescopic 
handle.


Operating Volts: 4-12v - meaning any battery with volts between 4-12 can be used to operate 
the machine. Gives extraordinary flexibility in operating the instrument as one wishes. You can 
avoid carrying extra or heavy batteries and gives an option to use multiple batteries available 
with researchers. We have found that the instrument can operate double the time with the 
same amps hr battery since we can regulate amount of power consumption through regulator.


Figure 1



Speed control knob: 
The speed control 
knob has three 
functions; To put off 
the machine, start from 
zero speed, and from 
zero to maximum 
speed. The speed 
control allows to catch 
the flying insects as 
well as to force suck 
insects from difficult to 
reach areas. 

Operating switch: two 

way switch has three steps to regulate the machine (a) Off at the center (b) ON- forward © 
OFF-reverse as shown in Figure 1. This option virtually eliminates the need to carry multiple 
cups or storage units to field. You can reverse the blower direction to release mosquitoes into 
the collection cage (15cm3 - small size with capacity to accommodate 500 insects).


Working instructions: 
Ensure to to place the switch in off position before powering the machine with battery to avoid 
sudden surprises. Alternatively the speed regulator can be used to off the machine.

Please insert battery cables comes along with the blower instrument into the battery. Please 
insert red wire to red pin of the battery (+ side) (the cable has red-pin attached) black to black 
pin of the battery (- side). As we mentioned earlier, the machine can be run using any volts 
battery between 4-12. This option gives us immense flexibility in choosing the batteries while 
opening the instrument in the field and in the lab conditions. Please ensure not to reverse the 
assembly. Now, put on the switch and regulate the speed of the fan as required using the 
regulator knob and perform collections. You will almost certainly would not need full speed of 
the fan to catch the mosquitoes. Also the speed regulator immensely contributes to reduce 
sound of the blower from noice to noiseless. As and when sufficient number of mosquitoes got 
accumulated in the collection side of the instrument, please release them into the cage 
provided to do further catches. You can even carry as many cages as you wish to do multiple 
collections needed to mark collections from different villages/study sites or isolates. 


Please do write us at info.labitems@gmail.com if you have any issues using the instrument.  

We thank you for choosing our advanced Prokopack for your entomological work. We certainly 
hope this would enhance your work productivity with easy field collections of mosquitoes.
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